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Bill Nyc; Frcticp

Name:

1. FirefIghters use

_______
_____

to contrd
how fast they fall.

2. FrIction can turn work Into

_____
____

3. FrictIon Is what holds all together. (Like onyour shoelaces)

4 Your

________—

— help you pick up objects. The ridgeson them help you grab the objects.

5. People wear spikes or cleats when playing sports so that they canget more
, making It easier to stop.

6. Hockey skates slide because they make a layer of liquid

_________________

between the skate and the ice. This createsvery little friction between the skate and the ice.
i. Would dancing be possible without friction? Yes p No

B. When you are on a bike, friction is what holds your

_______________

on the pedals.

9. Even though a bowling ball is smooth and the alley is smooth,there is still

_____

between diem.

10. To get something as big and heavy as a train moving, we use

_____

____

to get II gdng.

U. When a spacecraft reenters Earths atmosphere, friction causesthe outside of the spacecraft to get extremely

12. Our joints are to reduce wear and tear on ourbones.
(Turn Over)

13. Slugs produce

_____

to help reduce the frictionbetween the animals body and the ground.



Bill Nye: The Atmosphere Video (30 mins)
1. We live inan

__________________

of air in which we live on the

2. Our atmosphere is very thin, about

___________

km’s.

3. What would to happen to our worldly temperatures if we had no
air/atmosphere?

4. What is the lowest and thickest layer of our atmosphere where all of
our weather takes place?

5. What layer of the atmosphere protects us from harmful UV Rays?

6. How much weight does the atmosphere push down upon objects on
earth?

7. When in an airplane the lower the atmospheric pressure means the
you are in altitude.

8. Air pressure changes depending where you are on earth.

In beath Valley (the lowest place on earth) there is

________________

of
air pressure. And on the top of a mountain there is

______________

air
pressure.

9. The

___________________

is the layer of the atmosphere where we live.

The Fantastic 5

10. This is the layer of the atmosphere that is located next to outer space.

11. This layer of the atmosphere may be thin, but blocks off harmful
gamma radiation

[/22]
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12. This layer of the atmosphere is the coolest layer, melts meteors aridhas powerful winds.

________________________________

13.This layer of the atmosphere takes energy from the sun and convertsOxygen (Oa) in the atmosphere and turn it into Ozone (03) blocking UVlight in the process.

14. Lastly, this is the layer of the atmosphere that we live in, it brings usall the weather that we experience..

Consider the following15. Why are Mountain lops colder than in lower elevations like the city?
16. When the atmosphere keeps the earth warm we call this the

17. Explain how the Greenhouse effect works. (braw a picture if you wish)

18. What is a large source of air pollution? And what is caused whenthese chemicals mix with the suns rays?

19. What kind of chemical do some coal burning electric plants give off?Once this gets into the atmosphere and falls back to the earth what doesit turn into?

21. What recreational activity do the 4 teenagers participate in whenthey drop from the airplane?

22. As you get higher in the troposphere the

________________

becomesless, thus harder to breathe.
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Bdl Nye: Senes Video Worksheet
1. Where do your geres con’ie. from?

2. What is inside every cell in your body?

3,, What does DNA stand for?

4. What did 3111 climb to get out of the Nye Lab?

5. How long is the DNA string model of science?

6, How many times longer is DNA than it is wide?

7. How does Bill define a Gene?

8. Why is the white blood ccii dark on the computer screen?

9. What does the nucleus of the cell contain?

10. What can you do with DNA after you take it out of an organism?
a,

ii. What 2 organisms were combined to create the message to Bill in the petri
dish?

12, What do genes do?

13, Mom tells Richie: Genes are the set of

_____________________

_________________

that get passed down from

______________to

child.
Zn the process, of course., the genetic material is

________________________

in new tys. which is why people bear resemblance to their

________________

and

_____________________without

looking like any one relative in
particular.

14. What aaIogy does Bill use to describe the human set of chromosomes?

15. What is each chapter analogous to?

/previews/original/bffl-nye-gcnes-video-worksh... 01/12/2015



Name:

_______________________________

Period:

_____

bate:

Bill Nye the Science Guy - Motion

While watching the movie answer the following questions.

1. Everything in the universe is in

_________________

2. If a scooter is placed on an air track, will the scooter move on its own? YES or NO

3. If something is moving, it keeps on moving unless acted on by an outside

4. Inertia is a property of

__________________

5. buring the nifty home experiment, a playing card was placed on top of a glass andthen a quarter was placed on top of the card. When the card was pushed, thequarter fell into the glass. Why did the quarter fall into the glass?

6. Newton’s first law states: things at rest

___________

at rest and things in motion

____________

in motion unless acted on by an outside force.

7. Newton’s second law states: to move a mass, you need a

_____________

8. In the formula Fma, “F” means

____________,

“rn” means

____________

and “a”
means

_____________

9. Newton’s third law states, for every action there is an equal and opposite

10. To have motion, it takes motion. You are either going to

__________

or

___________

11. Mass is measured in

______________

or kilograms.

12. In zero gravity, do the laws of motion still apply? YES or NO

(Quiz on the back)
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Date Period_____

Bill Nye: Space Exploration
1. How did ancient astronomers have to view space without

telescopes?

2. What did astronomers discover when they began using
telescopes?

3. Most telescopes are used from here on the Earth’s surfac€
What is the name of the telescope that is actually in space

4. Since spaceships in orbit have inertia, they never fall
down to Earth, they fall

__________________

Earth.

5. How much fuel does it take to get a rocket to orbit the
Earth?

6. What is the largest rocket ever made?

7. Almost everywhere you go in space, there is
Space isa

_______________

8. What would happen to a human if they were exposed in space?

9. It can bevery or very

____________

in space.

10. Space suits must have their own supply of

_______________________

ii. What is Bill Nye able to do with the special tiles after he pulls them out of the oven?does he do with them after they’ve sat there for a few seconds?

12. Why is the space shuttle covered with special heat dissipating tiles?

Name
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Name:

___________________________

Period:

_________________

Date:

_____________

The Eyes of Nye: ¼,

Pseudoscience

1. What is pseudoscience?

2. Science must be repeatable. What does this mean?

3. What percentage of people believe in...

a. Magnetic Therapy:

b. ESP:

c. Astrology:

ci. Communication with the dead:

4. How many of the above do you believe in?

5. How do psychic readings really work?

6. How has the Zodiac of astrology changed in 2000 years?

7. Why are rhinoceros poached for their horns?

8. Does natural mean safe?

9. What are most of the herbal supplements used for?

10. How are people able to walk over hot coals?

http://img.docstocccornJthumb/orig/93 816193 .png 01/12/2015
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Bill Nye Storms Video

Answer 10 of the question% below

L What an storms?

_____________________________—___________________________

2. V1nit caue tcnT1s

A. Watur In air
B. SpIn ofirth
C.. Heat oFun
0. 11fthalxc

3. Wbut h. the Eurth suriiiunde*i by?

______________________________________

4. WLwt do we use to measure air p’uI.?
A. Thennoirietr
B. ?syvliiulnewr
C. Baroincter
0. Meter SUck

5. V1uiL happens durhi El tno?
A. Lots of Eish produced, cairn weather
B. Fish dies s.tcrnm ra all over the &obeC. I-las thtle x no effect
D. W do not know uhat IMpp.xn

______________

E. Hurrlcane me bI nouJ that they t spun by the eatth. True or False?

_______________

. Thut chaie uro eleeti,ns in 1ightnlng Fosithe or neutIv?

_____________

, Do the ItracE or Repel each oilier?

—_________ 9. Does LIbin1n! strike the hhest or lmesf 1ut?

10. What do )‘OLI do Wcauht In a llghtninv torni

_____—

—-

11. Wheat eke besides Earth ur there tei-ms?

_____
_____ ____________________________

http://contenticssonplanct.com/resourceslpreviews/originai/biU-nye-storins-video-worksh... 01/12/2015
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Na me_______________________
Teacher_______________________

Bill Nye Magnetism
1. What 3 things do you need to make an electromagnet?

2. A magnet attracts 3 types of metal:

_____________ _______________

and

3. You could take a magnet and

_____________

It in half and all the pieces would
have

____________

and

_______________
______________

4 All compasses have a

__________

Inside that lines up with the Earth’s magnetic
north,.

5. in gfjq.çr f’4p, llst 3 thIngs in each that were tested.
Magnetic

1.

2. 2.
3. 3.

6. The

___________‘s

hot churning, Iron and nickel core Is like a giant___________

7. Charged particles streaming from the

_________

get pulled down by the Earth’s
magnetic field, create the

_____________

and

_____________

Lights.

5. The Earths not the only place with a magnetic field the

__________

and

__________

have one also.

http/1content.1essonp1anet.com/resources/preiiews/originaI/bffl-nye-magnetism-workshe... 01/12/2015
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NAIE:

__________________________-—

DATES:_______ CLS: —

BILL NYE ?LLNETS

I. flu many planeh do we bue today?

1. What is the first planet (hat is made up o1heai nidilds in our solar system called?

3. What planet is the hoftest ifl our solar system?

4. What planet has uatei’ and an atmosphere?

5. What planet is big, red and dead?

6. What planet is the laiest and is mostly a big bull of gas?

7. What planet has rings and 18 muocos?

11. What planet is blue and has er thin newly discovered dogs?

9. V.ltot planet is edreme1y cold and farthest from the sun?

10. What planet is considered no longer a planet?

11.If a rocket left Pluto traveling 101$) mph, how long would it Lake it toieach the Sun.’

12. 1int is the weather like on Jupiter?

LI. 1-1gw many theories are there about how (he maim was fanned?

14, What type ofpattern does the iarths’ otbit take around the Sun?

15. What happens to the Lathes’ orbit speed as it gets closer to the Sun?

16. Ytliat are aeroids?

17. ‘Which direction do planets space particles rotate around the sun?

IS. What is considered the glue that holds our Solar System together?

19. How many days does it take Mercury to orbit around the Sun?

20. 110w long does it take Pluto to orbit around the Sun?

21. In which direction does the Sun rolate?

htp://contentiessoup1anet.com/isources/previews/originai/biji-nye-p1anets-worksheet.jp... 01/12/2015


